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**EPC, Student Dialogue Covers Current Calendar Proposals**

By Sue Tew

At the pit stop on Tuesday, November 7, Professors Richard Bell, John Gates, and James Perley, plus students John Whitcomb and Bruce Arnold represented the Educational Policy Committee (EPC), and met with interested students to discuss the proposed calendar for the '73-'74 year.

The quarter calendar was accepted for four years as an experiment, after next year, another totally new calendar will be adopted. This could be either a quarter, semester or maybe even a 4-1-4 system. This proposed calendar is simply an experiment, as is the current calendar.

The main objections voiced by the faculty members present to the quarter system that the College now has were that the College is late in getting out for summer break and the six week break at Christmas interrupts the continuity of classes. This especially applies to the science areas, particularly biology, because of experiments made with live subjects. Another objection made was the lack of any type of Christmas programs on campus.

The need for reflection was brought up by Gates. The way the system operates now, the student has little time to reflect on what he is actually trying to accomplish. He is rushed into the course, with a maximum of material packed into a minimum of time. This also puts pressure on the professor. For example, if the students are on vacation (spring break), the professor must continue to write his notes.

**Anti-Section People Question Hell Week**

by Jeff Adair

Four students with anti-Section feelings were invited to an Inter-Section Council (ISC) meeting. Three, Colvin Bear, Dick James, and Merlin Smith, had written a letter to the VOICE opposing Hell Week.

Glenn Bucher, Assistant Professor of Religion, also attended. He was Chairman of last year's Campus Council, Jim Davis, Chairman of ISC, said the purpose of the meeting was to ask people opposed to Sections to reconsider their position. He said people should suspend criticism until the new Council charter is presented, then direct their objections to the charter. 

The students wrote the letter because a Voice article reported that Campus Council had reaffirmed their 1972 Hell Week guidelines. Two of the three had been through Hell Week both as pledges and as active members. They said they saw no value in Hell Week as it presently exists.

Bob Frouet said Campus Council has not reaffirmed Hell Week guidelines. Guidelines will be included in the new Inter-Section Council charter that will be presented to Campus Council in early January.

Buchler said the faculty also sees no purpose in the existing Hell Week. They would like to see it curtailed or abolished completely. He added that the faculty has no control over the Sections, so they cannot eliminate Hell Week.

Jeff Kraybill said the faculty may have voted last year to recommend banning Hell Week in complete ignorance of the program. Last year when Inter-Section Council asked for Hell Week observers from the college community, there was little response, he contended.

Buchler agreed, that faculties were not represented, and continued on page five.

**Woo Student Awaits Trial**

by John Sharp

Awaiting the results of a disciplinary hearing for charge in Shreveport, Louisiana, is Glenn McCutcheon, a member of the Alternative Political Action Committee (APAC). With the aid of some citizens, APAC members attempted to expose in the courthouse, the original trial date was October 3, but the date was cancelled to devote that week to pre-trial motions.

The next trial date was October 26. When Cooper, a law student, announced that he would be defending himself, the judge denied the motion. Appealing that objection with a hearing pending, the new trial date was then set for last Monday, November 6. McCutcheon believes that the court is willing to let her off and is mainly interested in convicting her co-workers, four black males.

"I am definitely intendig to remain in the fight with my fellow workers...my reputation, as well as justice, is at stake in this situation," she said in a letter to the VOICE, printed on page two.

**India Bound**

**Students Respond to Maharaj Ji**

Two Wooster students, Dave Graham and Tom Gibbion, responded to the call of Guru Maharaj Ji and left last week to attend a religious festival.

Part of the 1400 person American contingent flying to Delhi in six chartered jumbo jets, Tom and Dave plan to absorb the teachings of the fourteen-year-old perfect master who preaches of love, knowledge, and non-materialism.

They first became interested in the teachings of the guru through friends in Washington, D.C. But it wasn't until letters from the guru were received in Washington that they decided last March to investigate further.

It was in Washington, at an ashram (a gathering of devotees of the perfect master), that they "received knowledge."

"We were speechless," said Graham.

As to what the teachings of the perfect master are, one premise (a devotee) said, "Guru is not showing you something or injecting you with something. The light is potential within all of us." He went on to say, "Guru is not interested in only one religion but in showing the basis of all religions. He is a perfect master just as Jesus or Buddha was."

Maharaj Ji, he pointed out, is the only living perfect master, "You have to receive knowledge from the living perfect master," he said.

The premises, who each paying $480 for a round-trip flight, will be the Divine Light Mission throughout their one month stay,
Editorial
A Calendar for Rich or Poor?
The second academic calendar proposed for 1973-74, which allows for summer vacation to begin one week earlier at the expense of a longer Christmas vacation, is certainly preferable to the current and the first proposed academic calendars in that it gives students a chance to earn money and scholarly experience with the chance to work without financial problems.

Under the present academic calendar, as under the first one proposed for 1973-74, the less wealthy student loses out at both ends of the summer. Not having wealthy influential parents or a job, he finds himself being paid in January to work for two weeks just looking, and then he has to leave off work after only 11 weeks—all because of that infernal six-week break.

What is gained by the long Christmas holiday? More time on the ski slopes, more time in Europe for our wealthy friends, but the less fortunate student gains nothing. He is thrust or forced into a summer job for the same number of weeks of work at the dismal rates which clerks are traditionally paid. No employer with any business sense is going to pay as much to someone who works only three weeks as he would to someone who works only 14 weeks.

So what difference does a few dollars make? To a student who receives no financial assistance from his parents, a few dollars can make the difference between staying in school and dropping out, between working long hours in addition to carrying a full load of classes and having some leisure time.

It is hoped that early spring dismissal and a longer summer work-period are given serious consideration in whatever academic calendar or curriculum (e.g., 4-4-4, or semesters) the faculty ultimately decides upon. The rights of the student who is hard-pressed financially has too often been ignored in the past.

JB

Letters to the Editor
Brower Defends His Stand

Dear Editors:

As you know, the Fall quarter, I have intentionally refrained from publishing to you any of the criticisms directed towards the Student Government Association, for, as past experience has taught me, such retaliations to criticism only further disrupt the progress of student programs and relations with other campus decision-making bodies.

However, I find that a number of incorrect questions are raised in Mr. Kielbowicz's editorial of the November 3rd VOICE which warrant further examination.

First, are there any groups which have experienced continued frustrations in dealing effectively with the Board of Trustees to further student objectives, such frustration, I feel, is entirely caused by the inadequate, negative trustee-student relationship which has prevailed in the past. While the expression of contact between students and Trustees has further relented the ignorant misconception that these two bodies have of each other in reality, the majority of Trustees constitute a relatively open-minded and dynamic group of personalities. On the other hand, some of the Trustees still conceive of the traditional Bobby-socked, clean-cut co-ed and the bow-tied Beta sputtering confidently with their関連 to the daily chapel service. This lack of mutual understanding between the two groups more readily creates an adverse relationship rather than one defined by Co-operative action. For example, just as the student body is a group of people who have an interest in their own actions, so the Trustees are a group of people with a vested interest in the development of the college. It is therefore imperative that we have a healthy, dynamic, and active student leadership, one that will participate in the decision-making process instead of being limited to the status quo.

Sincerely,

Dave Dunlap

President, Student Government Association
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Editor, VOICE

1) The irony of "mere" is plainly lost upon my critic, but I urge him to consult Webster on the appropriate sense of "presumption."

2) "That identity is tied in significant ways to group membership" is not Glenn Bucher's ARGUMENT but only the least objectionable of several premises which support it. This rendering does great disservice to Mr. Bucher's ambition.

Dave Dunlap

Needs Bread

Dear friends,

Right now I am in Shreveport, Louisiana, waiting to go to trial (concerning my trumped-up possession of marijuana charges). Originally, my trial was set for today, but we never made it to trial, because we decided to spend the entire week on physical

Voice page 2
Babcock’s ‘On the Good Foot!’

by chic

I’ll never forget the expression on the face of the man who was pulling the car out of the way—er—oh—oh—of the corner of his eye. And when he came to a stop in front of our dormitory, our dorm’s light was all lit up—er—his light—and he joked—er—his voice cracked,—So Babcock IS co-ed, eh?

We had hitched a ride with the bus to El Dorado and during our trip up Beall avenue we discussed our dormitory's female status. Babcock's first quarter as a co-ed residence is coming to a close, and if 'El Dorado's' reaction is representative of those on the 'outside'—which I doubt—I am pleased to report that those of whom live in the International House are court for the coming quarter. In fact one wonders if Babcock residents are even a little inadequate to the situation. A co-ed dormitory, really—there is too much going on inside!

The story of our dorm and ours is one of happy variety.

There are those who say it is a problem of the type of person to transcend the obstacles of a basement to a swimming pool whenever it rains, or to have her furniture and possessions damaged with borrowed or 'promised' furniture or even the possession of a washing machine. And one of the opposite sex might catch you in your dormitory on your way to the John.

Many of the people in Babcock are foreign nationals, and even more likely to be involved for at least a quarter. These people and their respective lifestyles have meant much to those of us 'American' who live among them.

I believe Babcock is a success because of the residence committee—concentric points for the Deans Staff for deviating a screening procedure in the dorm of the rooms with alive, friendly, fun kids, And even better luck next year in keeping Babcock that way!

Having worked on the International Program and know that not a single dinner, 'Show & Tell,' festivities, and 'All Better' meetings could have come off without people— not just Babcock, who are, but persons of all ages and academics that are involved in learning about themselves in relation to one another.

Of course there are some, to borrow from Or- nament, 'the multitudes of students.' The International Committee would be without the ever-present members of Mungo Yango. This association—whose secr- etary I respect and so won't elaborate on—has provoked more actions and even more parties. Provided catering services for more a number of organizations, such as the LOUD ARBAI, and added more 'associates' than one can count. May God bless them, or hall in the building. And so a note to a cer-

Not only do we have cause to fear and despise the judge and his people, but at Community College as a real basis for feeling the same about our local Henry C. Ober—though it has become obvious that he is double- dipping. The judge and the district attorney. It is also quite evident that our local court, too, is only to make sure that I get off completely with a sus- pended sentence, and that he is really setting up my fellow organization (A.P.A.C.) workers, four black males, for some time to come in the future. Every one associated with this legal administration in Cincinnati should be determined to frame the four black males and to see that they go free. This procedure in- suits my integrity and is commonly referred to as Southern justice. I am definitely intending to re- main in the flight with my fellow workers—my repu- tation, as well as justice, is at stake in this situa- tion, I just will not allow them to play games with me, and especially with my fellow workers.

One of the major problems (if THE major problem) is that the court and the lawyer were to arrange to have the case made over their hands, but in ours. We are in desperate head of money (drugs, gasoline, bank notes, work, transcripts, etc.). The con- gestion of the court is such that to stay out of jail is to keep the entire case trial (in- deed).—Anyhow, this is all that means hundreds of dol- lars, If we can get the facts, you know. The law's Southerners (just and inju- stice) can really come to light where any and every law that funds can be raised is this in the B.E.D.C. (Babcock's Extreme Deportation Committee, or by other means). I, person- ally, and the Alterna- tive Political Action Committee (A.P.A.), have attempted to appreciate it.

Here what else I can add at this time. The entire issue is exciting and stimulating because I've thought very strongly about it. I hope that others will see my writing and will feel I can interest them. You have ways in which to contact me—please do, if you need to. If you have any other ideas, please pass them on.

Thanks,

Gwen McCutcheon
p.s. Our trial was continued until 11:00 a.m. on 26th of this month. They gave us one more week on the charge of breaking and entering to try to raise money. Con- tact P. Lottor, Stitch Perdue, or Pete Rosenfeld for fur- ther information.

Kittredge

Diners Piggy

Dear Kittredge Cllinetale and those sacks in par- ticular:

Now that the quarter is nearing end, I must like to comment upon your employment and living con- ditions. Is it true that you weren't raised in a barn to coin a phrase. I am curious to know where your lack of common decency originated. The first time you potted yourself in the middle of the street, you gave a pleasing exhibition of the peas and gaseous mixture and the French dressing—and you got away with it. If that's a fresh bulledl night spaghetti with strawberry yogurt? Were you the one who killed our early childhood, trained to tip over your glass and throw away any use that funds can be raised for. The hard is that in the B.E.D.C. (Babcock's Extreme Deportation Committee, or by other means). I, person- ally, and the Alterna- tive Political Action Committee (A.P.A.), have attempted to appreciate it.

Here what else I can add at this time. The entire issue is exciting and stimulating because I've thought very strongly about it. I hope that others will see my writing and will feel I can interest them. You have ways in which to contact me—please do, if you need to. If you have any other ideas, please pass them on.

Thanks,

Gwen McCutcheon
p.s. Our trial was continued until 11:00 a.m. on 26th of this month. They gave us one more week on the charge of breaking and entering to try to raise money. Con- tact P. Lottor, Stitch Perdue, or Pete Rosenfeld for fur- ther information.

Miss Kittredge

Don’t Rake

The Leaves

Dear Miss Kittredge

I shall forever hold an annual gathering to be held by those householders who rake up their leaves and dispose of them to some unknown limit, and chop them so fine as to look as if they were so much rank litter, and then leave them, and leave them, and leave them, and leave them for the health of the lawns; but then, chassis leaves are hardly a nuisance, and as far as discussing the faults of the leaves.

Laws and regulations, it can be said, the A.R.E. is nice to sit on, and make use of them in the garden, as anybody, yet somehow,

The editors would appreciatively appreciate letters from students, on any subject, in any form, and in any medium. Letters to this pa- per should be brief, under two columns. We emphasize that only signa- ted letters will be printed. The following letter is hereby put to publication.

Patricia Benckenstein

The El Dorado was built in 1875 and was the first of its kind in the United States. It was designed by architect Frank Furness and is located in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The El Dorado was a joint venture between John McVey, a local businessman, and John Coats, a local developer. The El Dorado was originally intended to be a hotel, but it was later converted into a residential building. The building was designed in the Romanesque Revival style and features a prominent clock tower and a large central entrance. The El Dorado has been designated a National Historic Landmark and is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. It is a popular destination for tourists and history enthusiasts. The El Dorado is currently owned by a private developer and is undergoing a major renovation project to restore its historic features. The renovation is expected to be completed in 2022.
The Amazing Return of 'The Red Cheese'

By Bill Henley

SHAZAM!
The World’s Mightiest Mortal walks the earth once more!
The legend of the Big Red Cheese is at hand!
The real Captain Marvel lives again!
So the Devil was, and is, Captain Marvel?

Well, to the children of the ‘40s and early ‘50s he was perhaps the ultimate fantasy figure. Among comic book superheroes of that era were adults, limiting the extent to which kids could identify. Some of them adopted kid sidekicks, such as Batman’s Robin, to share the action and supposedly please the kids; but even to identify with the second banana? A few underage heroes struck out on their own (one of them called Kid Galaxy, had the devil to reverse the Batman-and-Robin relationship by adopting an ADULT assistant) but they were not always overly convincing. But the creators of Captain Marvel and his sidekick, the real hero was Billy Batson, a boy about 10 or 12 years old, who had the power of change and grew up by saying the magic word, “Shazam!”

What child, having suffered countless indignities from those almighty creatures called grownups, could resist the adventures of a kid who outwitted the diabolical Mr. Mxyzptlk?

And, what was more, a grownup capable of beating up on any other grown-up in existence?

Millions of kids did not resist, and as a result of the DC publishing-originally Fawcett Publications—Captain Marvel was a gold mine. He starred in the best-selling comic books of all time, at one point outselling his nearest competitor, by one-to-one ratio.

But the real fans of comic art, Captain Marvel was and is a delightful character in a comic strip of often high quality. Although he has not appeared in a comic book for almost twenty years, and until recently seemed destined never to appear again, his adventures are still fondly remembered by old readers and enjoyed by collectors.

One reason that Captain Marvel had such vast appeal was that, unlike most other comic book characters of his time, he was a human being, with a personality and human frailties as well as vast powers and a moral sense a bit, if not a lot, at variance. Fact, although he theoretically possesses the wisdom of Solomon, the strength of Hercules, the stamina of Atlas, the power of Zeus, the speed of Zues, and the speed of Mercury. Just about everything he could possibly be in the way of super-human. In fact, with the possible exception of X-ray vision.

Not that Captain Marvel was exactly an original creation. He has original and unusual qualities, making him in quality far superior to Superman, he was basically conceived as an imitation of Superman, and it was this fact that brought about his doom. As early as 1946 the publishers of Superman and Fawcett Publications for infringement of copyright. The case dragged on for many years, to no avail for both sides, but at last, in 1956, it was Captain Marvel’s side that gave in, and the Fawcett people decided that keeping the Big Red Cheese going was not worth the legal expenses and personal conceivably. The real Marvel was marketed under the name “Captain Marvel”, and of one of them is still running today, but neither resemble the real Captain Marvel nor approach him in quality.

That earlier this year an astounding announcement dropped on the comic book world. Fawcett Publications, the Superman publishers who killed Captain Marvel, have bought the rights to the character for a waiting to revive themselves. On December 16th, the fabled hero “Shazam!” will make its first appearance on the stands, continuing the adventures of the original, as he had been, and by C.C. Beck, the talented cartoonist who was the chief artist of the original strips drawn and edited by Denny O’Neil, one of the most talented writers in comics today. The stories are obviously an attempt to entice the tone and content of the best of the original tales, Old fans will have a chance at last to renew their acquaintance with Captain Marvel, while a new generation will have the chance to meet one of the greatest superheroes of all time.

Hip Western Epic Weakened by Prejudice

By Bob Hetherington

Tonight and tomorrow night Arthur Penn’s “hip epic” will play in Mateer, and I have the last half of the film in an account of “Little Big Man” and doesn’t like it. His version of the Old West is bathed in Legend, exaggeration and nonsense, made palatable to young audiences through the use of comic stylization. It also reinforces the young person’s brand against violence showing a lot of it.

Most of the film has Dustin Hoffman as Jack Crabb, the one hundred twenty-one year old survivor of Little Big Man who sees both sides of the coin; the Indian side and the In God We Trust side, and his simple decision to go with the Indians all around him (and occasionally running over him) is indeed marvellous. If Penn had been able to render compelling certain ideologies of the present onto the past, “Little Big Man” might become a great movie.

Old Lodge Skins (Clint Walker) is the kind and elegant old chief who manages to convey the message of the movie before it all gets a bit sanctimonious: the Indian’s animistic belief or philosophy that there are spirits of earth, fire and water; whereas for the white man “everything is dead.”

Now we are quarreling if “Little Big Man” meant to carry so much weight. The entire cast of the film is a account of “Gus”, the most successful campaigns against the Indians, and there is no interpretation other than that of Old Lodge Skins for what happens. From the evidence in the movie, the whites didn’t kill the Indians to get land, water, and skins, or because they were trying to evangelize the indians because they were racists, They killed them because it is the nature of white men to kill. This hip racism will undoubtedly be immensely popular with certain student factions, and is fueled by the two scenes of Indians being massacred with all the horror and terror that the audience is likely to experience from the earnestly scary scene of the earlier violence of the film, the audible effect on the audience as it itself is crucified against the whites and the desire for revenge.

Of course, the is the slaughter of Custer, the consummately military Pig on the Prairie.

Le Vieux Penn’s creation of Penn’s altering the tone of the movie according to who is being slaughtered, I question the artistic integrity of building up the desire for revenge in the audience, as some say, not on does it weaken the outrage that the rest of the movie establishes by providing the catharsis, but rather the with the simple narrative style of Crab, whose tone is free of the ideology of hate. What starts at aesthetic values wins an exercise in white self-hate, and “Little Big Man” emerges as still another victim of contemporary society’s misogyny.

—Asks from DE FACTO political attempts of movies like “Little Big Man” there have been few honest-to-God attempts at an American political movie, and certainly none that have succeeded since “Easy Rider”. It is this pressure on us to the insanity of nuclear stockpiling way back in the 60’s. But the movie at the end of the film, at the 1972 presidential election. Thousands cheer, but for the fact that the movie is a political one instead of about them, in the closing sequence, for instance, Bill McKay (Robert Redford) is running for President of the United States. McKay wants to be alone with his manager for what goes on in the White House instead of punch line, Where in their Los Angeles home, do you suppose he’s going to eat his? McKay is a good example of the director’s concept of the film, as he is a politically aware man, and is trying to get out of it the way to victory, we can assume that, left to himself, McKay is not going to pop out and end the film.

Redford certainly plays his Uptight Racer to the hilt, but we never have any feeling that McKay knows why he is in politics. Since an itinerant campaign manager has to travel constantly and then lead him by the nose to victory, we can assume that, left to himself, McKay is a good example of the director’s concept of the film, as he is a politically aware man, and is trying to get out of it the way to victory, we can assume that, left to himself, McKay is not going to pop out and end the film.

Redford certainly plays his Uptight Racer to the hilt, but we never have any feeling that McKay knows why he is in politics. Since an itinerant campaign manager has to travel constantly and then lead him by the nose to victory, we can assume that, left to himself, McKay is a good example of the director’s concept of the film, as he is a politically aware man, and is trying to get out of it the way to victory, we can assume that, left to himself, McKay is not going to pop out and end the film.
Anti-Section People Confront Hell Week Defenders

continued from page one

ant of what goes on Hell Week activities, but are aware of pledges sleeping in class or missing class during Hell Week.

Third Section is currently experimenting with the idea of eliminating Hell Week. Tortoise noted this program is experimental, and it is not known if not having a Hell Week could cause a friction to fall apart. Eighth Section also does not sponsor a hell week.

Controversial Calendar Change

continued from page one

sors have 15, papers to read, other papers to read, and the next quarter's courses to plan. In reality, the profs go from January to June without a break. As printed in last week's VOICE, the proposed calendar would give an eight day break at Thanksgiving, a two week break at Christmas, and a half week in the spring, a three day break at Easter, and the last exam would be May 22. This would solve the problems of little time for reflection, and would provide more continuity in the classes.

The problem of getting a job over the summer will also be brought up by the students. Since the College would be getting out on May 22 on the proposed calendar, this would have the same job opportunities as the majority of college students. But, this would take away from a job during the Christmas holidays.

Another objection to the proposed calendar is the length of time of the Thanksgiving break. Since it is only eight days long, many students will not be able to go home. The college will remain open. It is a rule that the College must stay open for any vacation less than 10 days. But, it would cost the students an extra $20-25 to remain on campus.

The semester program was also discussed, as well as a 4+4 program. One of the difficulties with a semester would be that a student would have difficulty coordinating his credits from a program abroad and his credits on campus.

The calendar will be voted on Monday, December 1st, by the faculty. Due to lack of time before the deadline, the decision will be irrevocable.

The Section presidents agreed, saying if potential pledges find out what happens during Hell Week, they may not approach the week.

All of the Section representatives said they believe Hell Week is good, by bringing the pledges together and helps Section members and pledges get to know each other. Several of the Sections have mandatory study halls for their pledges during Hell Week, so pledges don’t fall behind in class work.

James suggested a panel composed of both Section and non-Section members should be created to observe various Section Hell Weeks and report any guideline infractions to either the Inter-Section Council or Campus Council. He added the panel members would have to be trusted not to reveal Hell Week secrets to outsiders.

The Section presidents agreed, saying if potential pledges find out what happens during Hell Week, they may not approach the week.

As an ordeal, but a game, Bucher said to avoid observers revealing secrets, Hell Week could be restructured each year, Council members objected to changes every year because each Hell Week takes several weeks of planning.

Bear was the only person completely opposed to the idea of Hell Week. He did not like the idea of pledges staying up all night making noise and bothering other people.

Another objection to Sections was their priority in room draw. Bucher noted that Sections are always guaranteed a spot in a dorm whereas independents must scramble for available housing.

Bear said through room draw the administration is favoring Sections. Dave Bass said this was wrong, a Section would never be allowed to have their groups live in any other place than the given dorms. Third Section tried to move to a small house last year, but the administration would not allow them to move.

Bear also noted that to get a small house, groups have to have an established and approved program. He wondered why “Sections don’t have to present a program to live in their part of a dorm.” Jim Davis contended that Sections do have a program they follow. The program is usually included in the Section constitution.

Controversial Calendar Change

continued from page one

sors have 15, papers to read, other papers to read, and the next quarter’s courses to plan. In reality, the profs go from January to June without a break. As printed in last week’s VOICE, the proposed calendar would give an eight day break at Thanksgiving, a two week break at Christmas, and a half week in the spring, a three day break at Easter, and the last exam would be May 22. This would solve the problems of little time for reflection, and would provide more continuity in the classes.

The problem of getting a job over the summer will also be brought up by the students. Since the College would be getting out on May 22 on the proposed calendar, this would have the same job opportunities as the majority of college students. But, this would take away from a job during the Christmas holidays.

Another objection to the proposed calendar is the length of time of the Thanksgiving break. Since it is only eight days long, many students will not be able to go home. The college will remain open. It is a rule that the College must stay open for any vacation less than 10 days. But, it would cost the students an extra $20-25 to remain on campus.

The semester program was also discussed, as well as a 4+4 program. One of the difficulties with a semester would be that a student would have difficulty coordinating his credits from a program abroad and his credits on campus.

The calendar will be voted on Monday, November 13th, by the faculty. Due to lack of time before the deadline, the decision will be irrevocable.

The Section presidents agreed, saying if potential pledges find out what happens during Hell Week, they may not approach the week.

As an ordeal, but a game, Bucher said to avoid observers revealing secrets, Hell Week could be restructured each year, Council members objected to changes every year because each Hell Week takes several weeks of planning.

Bear was the only person completely opposed to the idea of Hell Week. He did not like the idea of pledges staying up all night making noise and bothering other people.

Another objection to Sections was their priority in room draw. Bucher noted that Sections are always guaranteed a spot in a dorm whereas independents must scramble for available housing.

Bear said through room draw the administration is favoring Sections. Dave Bass said this was wrong, a Section would never be allowed to have their groups live in any other place than the given dorms. Third Section tried to move to a small house last year, but the administration would not allow them to move.

Bear also noted that to get a small house, groups have to have an established and approved program. He wondered why “Sections don’t have to present a program to live in their part of a dorm.” Jim Davis contended that Sections do have a program they follow. The program is usually included in the Section constitution.

George F. Ester never had his name in the VOICE
Maya Angelou Tells Woo of Black Contributions in America

by Karen Runge

"To become educated is not just to be trained, it is to accept the understanding someone else has blazed the trail for, and then to add to it."

Maya Angelou, multitalented author, playwright, and singer, spoke these words Wednesday night during a talk on Black contributions in America. Her 90-minute presentation was truly a performance, interspersed with song and poetry both of her own original work, and that of her Black contemporaries.

Angelou stated that she was apalled that people in the country with the highest literacy rate, the United States, could be so ignorant of the contributions of Black people. After relating numerous achievements of the Black race, she said, "The documents are there. If you choose not to read them, you are poorer for it." She also explained the strategy of "Uncle Tomming." It kept our people alive, she said, "but young Blackstoday won't do it, and I am glad." Angelou then read an original poem expressing her feelings on what she termed "this survival mechanism.

"People live in direct relationship to the heroes they have," Angelou told the audience. She related this to numerous Black people and their early struggles in America, and also to the Whites who risked their lives working on the Underground Railroad. Telling of the White people's motivation, she said, "It was not because they loved Black, but because they loved truth."

Angelou traced her own childhood, reading part of her book, I KNOW WHY THE CAGED BIRD SINGS. She described a great change which occurred in her life when she realized that "I am a human being. Therefore, nothing human can be alien to me." Earlier that evening, at a dinner attended by members of the College community, Angelou was asked about her numerous talents. "Talent is like electricity," she explained, "It's there, and we don't really understand it, so you can't receive any credit for just having it. It's only when you put it to use that you should be recognized."

At the end of her talk, Angelou deeply touched her audience by saying, "I came home very depleted tonight. You allowed me to share my thoughts. For that, I am humbly grateful."

Afterward Angelou answered questions at the Pit in Lowry Center for almost an hour. One Black girl had written a poem which she read to Miss Angelou, expressing her appreciation after her coming home. After a moving chorus of "Steal Away," Miss Angelou encouraged the Black students. "Survive," she said, "with passion, compassion, honor, and style."

Great Christmas Gift Idea For Dad

Store Hours:
Friday - Saturday
9:30 to 9:00

$10.95

What could be a most useful gift, then the Wooster College umbrella. A sharp gold and black, heavy duty frame. All nylon cover for durability.

Men's Store
Main Floor

It Pays to Buy Quality

The Wooster Inn
New Serving Hours
7:30 A.M. to 10:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.

Plan Your Christmas Parties Now
call 264-2341
Scots Face Tough BW Squad

by Jon Hull

Last Saturday the Fighting Scots saw their defense dented in a 30-14 loss to Capital University. Capital, a team which had won just two games until Saturday and was at best a .500 club, took their game to Wooster, crushed the Scots with a rushing attack which featured two big yard performances, Mike Opalka gained 111 yards, while Craig Snider had 109. The Scots backs combined for just 99. The key to the Crusader attack was their option play which had Snider usually turning the corner for good yardage. Up until Saturday one of the big strengths of the Scot defense had been its pursuit. Even against division champ Heidelberg the Scots shut down the wide rush, but not against Capital.

The first half was about even. Capital put together one nice drive and that ended in one of Snider's four TD runs. Bob Macom added a 2 yard field goal, that's the only score for the period. The Scots mounted a strong second half, but there were no score opportunities and Capital continued to build a 30-14 lead.

Baldwin-Wallace was the early pick to win it all this year in the Conference," O'Brien observed, "If I still feel that they have the best personnel of any team we'll face."

Highlighting that personnel list is the Ed Casey-Wilke Avery passing combination. The duo have connected 46 times for 829 yards and five touchdowns. Casey (Leontics) leads the OAC in passing. The quarterback averages 211 yards per game through the air, Avery (Kleveland), a little 5-5, 185-pound end, has been on the receiving end of nearly half that yardage. He tops all Conference pass-catchers.

The pair played only the first half of last weekend's romp over Mount Union. Without them, the B-W offense rolled up 427 yards rushing, just to give the Wooster coaching staff something to think about while preparing for the game.

It was the defense which took most of the blame for the loss to Capital, "It was the worst defensive showing I've seen in my six years at Wooster," blazed O'Brien, despite his team's misfortunes the past three weeks, O'Brien isn't ready to write off the season off.

"Morale could be a problem at this time, but we have the opportunity to knock off what could be the best team in the Conference," he said, "I anticipate that the players will respond to this challenge tonight."

First Comes First Served!

FIFTH ANNUAL THEATRE TOUR TO LONDON
MARCH 18 - APRIL 4
STILL HAS OPENINGS FOR STUDENTS (AND FOR CREDIT YET!)

SEE DR. LOGAN IN THE SPEECH OFFICE OR CALL

FLAIR TRAVEL CONSULTANTS
346 E. Bowman St.
264-6505

The Wooster Inn
Thanksgiving Dinner
with all the trimmings

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS: 264-2341

Dinner Served
12:00 Noon to 9:00 P.M.

Tuesday's contests were very disappointing for the Wooster six. Still lacking experience of their newly-employed "6-O" offense, the Scots could not put it together as a team unit. Coach Schneider did praise Pat Shelley and Cathy Sanders for jobs well done. Wooster won 15-8 in the opening game, the Muskingum 3rd Section, the game that they lost 15-13, rallied in the second to take a hard fought 15-11 win, but Wooster could not pull through in the third game and they lost 15-13.

Baldwin-Wallace had a fine showing and defeated Wooster in two games, 15-9, 15-2. The Scots
are now 4-5 for the season. They travel to meet Ohio University and Ohio State at Athens on Saturday. On Wednesday, November 15, they travel to Ashland and take on that home team and Baldwin-Wallace again.

FREE FELT TIP MARKER WITH EACH PURCHASE

SHOES - BOOTS - RAIN WEAR

Whitey's Army-Navy Store

Open Mon.-Thurs.-Fri. Till 9 pm. 1841 Bend

P-COATS
C.P.O. SHIRTS
USED OVERCOATS
CAMP CANDLES
NEW & USED PACS

FLANNEL SHIRTS
SNORKEL PARKAS
USED BD JACKETS
BLANKETS
ICE CHEST

P.V.O. November 10, 1972
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First Come! First Served!

FIFTH ANNUAL THEATRE TOUR TO LONDON
MARCH 18 - APRIL 4
STILL HAS OPENINGS FOR STUDENTS (AND FOR CREDIT YET!)

SEE DR. LOGAN IN THE SPEECH OFFICE OR CALL

FLAIR TRAVEL CONSULTANTS
346 E. Bowman St.
264-6505

The Wooster Inn
Thanksgiving Dinner
with all the trimmings

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS: 264-2341

Dinner Served
12:00 Noon to 9:00 P.M.

Tuesday's contests were very disappointing for the Wooster six. Still lacking experience of their newly-employed "6-O" offense, the Scots could not put it together as a team unit. Coach Schneider did praise Pat Shelley and Cathy Sanders for jobs well done. Wooster won 15-8 in the opening game, the Muskingum
Booters Take OAC Title, 3-2

By Jeff Moore

The Ohio Athletic Conference soccer title is back home in Wooster. The Scot booters ended their 1972 season with a 3-2 overtime win over the Wittenberg Tigers last Wednesday. The Scots faced a fired-up Wittenberg squad on the muddy and rain-soaked Carl Dale Memorial Field.

Wittenberg, the highest scoring OAC team, was led by freshman center-forward Howard Henderson, and senior goalie Craig Levinsky, who scored a record five goals in one minute and eleven seconds in a 10-1 victory over Capital earlier this season. This feat earned him a spot in "Sports Illustrated's" Faces in the Crowd" two weeks ago.

The tenacious Wooster defense of Nason Lui, Ross Watanabe, John Hallowell, Greg Kriebel, and goalie Howard Cohen proved to be more than a match for Henderson and the Tiger offense. Wooster's powerful drive in the final frame to win by 19 pts, 84-822, was the afternow match pitched undefeated Toledo against once-beat Wooster. In the morning Toledo had knocked off defending league champion Kent State 3 straight games, Toledo made quick work of the first two games, crushing the wretched looking Scots 834-757 and 852-745. Finally, the Scots put it all together, paced by Ed Marra's 191, Grant Sens' 190, and "Big Al" Millikan's 183, the players totaled 85 to Toledo's 871. The Scots, left Bowling Green 3-2, two games out of first place.

The other six Wooster runners were: 18th place, Dave Frick in the time of 27:42; 23 place, Mike Mair, in 27:54. Wooster's other co-captain Bob Brown was 25th in 28 minutes and 30th in 28:11 and 28:12 and Bill Twiss placed 3rd in the time of 26:57.

The Wooster cross country team finished their 1973 dual meet season with a record of 4-1-4, they won their quadrangular Homecoming meet, they finished third in both the O.A.C. relays and in the G.L.C.A. meet, and they took fourth place in the O.A.C. championship meet.

"I feel that our men put together a very outstanding season," commented Wooster coach Jim Bean. "They improved steadily all season. They ran well together, as you can see from the results of the meet on Saturday. I feel that this is the strongest, and fastest cross country team I have ever coached."

Keglers Win 3 at BG

When their season opened last Saturday morning at Bowling Green, the Wooster Fighting Scot bowling team almost didn't have an opponent to bowl. It appeared as if the Scot keglers had scared away all competition.

The Scots started bowling, thinking they had won by forfeit. But with the team in the fifth frame, Ashland College showed up from out of nowhere, making it just in time to catch up.

And Ashland did exactly that. Going into the tenth frame, the teams were neck and neck.

But the Scots came through. Ed Marra led off with a strong 215, giving confidence in his mates, in the clutch Larry "Giger" Gigax spared to clinch the game for Wooster and anchor man Grant Sens doubted to add icing to the cake. The final score was Wooster 818, Ashland 783.

The second game was even better. The Scots ran away 845-739 after leading all the way. The third game was Ashland's turn to run on a roll, with a 218 in the ninth frame.

Runners Place 3rd

by K. C. Jensen

The Big Red of Denison proved to be the rest of the OAC Conference cross country teams that they are the best. Denison stole top honors in the O.A.C. championship meet held Saturday in Delaware, Ohio.

Finishing second in the meet was Mt. Union, Baldwin-Wallace held on to third place as Wooster and Otterbein tied for fourth.

Finishing sixth was Wittenberg; Marietta, seventh; Muskingum, eighth; Ohio Wesleyan, ninth; Heidelberg, tenth; Oberlin, eleventh; and Capital, twelfth.

The individual winner in the O.A.C. was Tim King of Mt. Union who toured Ohio Wesleyan's five-mile course in the excellent time of 20 minutes, finishing second and third were Jim Alexander and John Hight of Denison in the times of 26:03 and 26:14 respectively. The top finisher for the fourth place in Wooster Scots was co-captain Andy Naunoff who finished 15th overall in the time of 27:26.

The book Nook

has a

Good Selection of Books

Adult and Juvenile

For those Special Gifts

THE BOOK NOOK

201 E. Liberty St.

November 10, 1972

The Wooster Lumber Co.

wishes you

a great vacation!

see you next January

COME DOWN FOR A VISIT

ACROSS FROM THE FAIRGROUNDS

Phone 262-8015

Lyric II

NOW SHOWING

"The Candidate"

starring

Robert Redford

STARTS NOVEMBER 15

"Ryan's Daughter"

WEEKNIGHTS & SAT. feature starts 8:00 p.m.

SUNDAY

CONTINUOUS SHOWING

from 2:00 p.m.